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Back in 1985... 
I was listening to community radio station 3RRR when I heard that an ‘open mic’  
night was running at Fat Bob’s, a little coffee shop in Melbourne. As a fledgling player I 
hadn’t really played in front of an audience, nor did I own a guitar. Not only did I have 
to borrow a guitar, but also a vehicle to drive across town to the venue. As the place 
was a long way from where I lived, with a bit of luck, I wasn’t likely to run into anyone 

I knew. I baulked a little on arrival, but rationalised that I had to carry the 
guitar inside – after all, it wasn’t mine, I couldn’t leave it in the vehicle 

in case it was stolen, right? I was duly allocated a slot onstage to 
perform in a short while. I was really scared, but the compulsion 
to get on stage and play was like some form of possession. 

I remember thinking that I might just stop breathing, and that 
someone in the audience might have to apply resuscitation 
techniques to my prone person. I did play, although I can’t tell 
you what, and at the end of the night I was told, “congratulations, 
you’ve won tonight’s gig, and you’ve made the finals!”   

The ‘finals’ were just a couple of weeks away, and the format was 
simple. A group of musicians, chosen from the preceding several 
weeks of open-mic players, were lined up across the stage 

with the chance to play one song apiece. I played a simplified 
version of Blind Willie McTell’s Searching the Desert for the 

Blues.

I didn’t know it at the time, but my first open mic performance was also a competition  
sponsored by Maton Guitars, the leading guitar maker from my home-town of Melbourne, 
Australia. The prize? A beautiful, brand new Maton CW80 acoustic guitar. Long story short, 
that’s how I got  my first guitar and you are listening to it on this recording right now.

Blues in my Heart
I used to joke that I wrote this song back when I thought it was cool to have a partner who 
gave you the blues. The lyrics are a take on the tribulations of personal relationships. There’s 
ambivalence, resistance and acceptance of how things often work out between lovers. It is 
my story, but maybe it could be yours too? This is something that I think the Blues does well: 
simplifying things to an essence that can make a very personal story instantly recognisable 
and universal. Yes, in more than one way, I had ‘Blues in my Heart’ back then, and still do to  
this day… although my love life is immeasurably better now!   

The turn-around in this tune is a classic, but it always reminds me of Melbourne’s own Godfather 
of the Blues, Matthew ‘Dutch’ Tilders. Dutch was a huge influence on so many Australian blues 
guitarists. He passed away in 2011, the year I recorded and dedicated my Blues for Hard Times 
album in his honour. The Dutchman was a larger-than-life character, holding court at his gigs, 
invariably with drink and cigarette to hand. A charismatic performer, singer and songwriter,  
he was also a powerful finger-style guitarist – clearly influenced by greats such as Big Bill 
Broonzy, whose material he covered with authority – but always with his own particular 
idiosyncratic feel and phrasing. 



Pigmeat
My real introduction to the Blues came via a friend I met in college,  
Kim Windsor, who was president of the on-campus Folk & Blues Club.  
A musician himself, and a knowledgeable fan of the Blues, he had what 
seemed to be a never-ending collection, from the mainstream to the 
highly obscure. 

Kim favoured early, raw material. Together we listened avidly to field 
recordings, collections such as Paul Oliver’s History of the Blues and a 
small treasure trove of stuff that he’d recorded from the radio. When 
he was a kid, he listened to Eric Child’s World of Jazz radio show, finger 
poised on the button of his reel to reel tape machine, just in case the 
next track had that certain ‘vibe’ he was looking for… of course, it was  
all Blues. Leadbelly naturally featured amongst this ‘early Blues’ 
musical diet. 

I love the dynamic bass runs in this piece. Just a fun little song to play,  
I thought, blissfully unaware of the true subject matter until many years 
later when the wonderful, indomitable blueswoman Gaye Adegbalola 
put me in the picture. We met when my band, The Mojos, opened for 
‘Saffire – The Uppity Blues Women’ during an Australian tour, and then 
again in Memphis when I competed at the 2003 International Blues 
Challenge. Years later we taught together at Augusta Heritage Blues 
Week in West Virginia. Gaye is a remarkable person and we’ve remained 
in touch. I can’t remember exactly, but the gist of what she told me is 
that ‘pigmeat’ is fresh, young flesh – especially in the bedroom! 

Seeing Dutch play, in a small venue for 
the first time was a revelation. I’d heard 
recordings of country blues music, but this 
was the first time I’d heard it played by a real 
musician, live. I remember thinking “wow, 
imagine being able to do that”. I was hooked, 
and things would never be the same.

Dutch’s birthday gig 2010, Semaphore Workers Club, Adelaide – photo Samra Teague



Starting with country blues style early material on acoustic guitar, she moved to 
resonator instruments, and later pioneered electric guitar, presaging the new style of 
Chicago blues. Biographical details are woven into the lyrics of this song, along with 
my personal response to discovering her music and playing. 

Now, if you look carefully at my main touring electric guitar, a custom-shop Maton 
Mastersound, you will see a 1935 American silver dollar set in the pickguard. It was a 
gift given to me by my husband, Rev’d Steve Clarke (aka The Preacher), to celebrate 
my winning the International Blues Challenge, the first woman and non-American to 
do so! He found it in a secondhand shop in Memphis the morning after I won. I had it 
set into my guitar as an enduring mark of respect to Minnie, who can be seen wearing 
a lucky silver-dollar bracelet in several of her 
promotional photos. 

I won ‘Song of the Year’ at the VicTas Blues 
Awards for She Could Play that Thing, which 
was both surprising and satisfying, not only 
for me but, I felt, for the memory of Memphis 
Minnie and her achievements.

She Could Play That Thing  
(Blues for Memphis Minnie)   
Somewhere along the line, as a young Blues fan immersing herself in 
this wonderful music, I realised that I was listening almost exclusively  
to men, both on recordings and at gigs. Where were the women,  
I wondered? 

As it turned out, shortly after that, my mate Kim gave me a vinyl album 
for Christmas: ‘World of Trouble – Memphis Minnie and Others’. I still 
have it, despite many house relocations. Side B features just 4 tracks 
by Minnie, from a session recorded in 1953, including her song In Love 
Again. You can find my cover version on Sweet Jelly Roll, the acoustic 
follow-up album to this one. I love the photo of Minnie on the cover, 
looking happy, stylish and comfortably in control of her instrument. 

It made me realise that I had no role model or template for a grown-
assed woman playing blues guitar. I wrote this song after reading the 
only extant biography of Memphis Minnie, Woman with Guitar by Paul 
and Beth Garron. The contribution of women in the Blues, particularly 
in the early expressions of the music, seems to have been minimised. 
By the time Minnie was a star in her own right, it would appear women 
were thinner on the ground than in the Classic Era, when all the stars 
were female. I would love to see more scholarship around Minnie’s 
contribution, as she was an innovative guitarist who moved with the 
times. She recorded around 200 songs, in contrast to the 29 recorded 
by ‘King of the Delta Blues’, Robert Johnson, for example. 



I Let the Blues In   
“The Blues came to my door, just like a natural man, swept me off my feet, now look at  
where I am!” Like an engulfing love affair, the Blues did sweep in and change my life, steering 
me onwards and into never-imagined adventures… it hasn’t always been easy, but I have no 
regrets. Some money and security would be most welcome at this stage in my life, but the 
adventures, friendships and experiences that the Blues have given me are priceless.

Way back in 1990, I was on the founding committee of the Melbourne Blues Appreciation 
Society, the club that I would go on to represent at the International Blues Challenge in 
Memphis in 2003. Alan Stafford, our first president, was an unflagging supporter of local 
musicians. This was his favourite song, and he always requested it at a gig. At his urging,  
I recorded a different version of it, using slide and an open tuning on my Blues for Hard Times 
album in 2011. 

I’d started out as an acoustic country blues 
finger-picker, moon-lighted as a bassist for 
several years, while at the same time tackling 
the new role of electric guitarist with The 
Mojos. Finally, I got around to exploring slide 
guitar, which would slowly and inexorably 
lead me to my current love affair with cigar-
box guitars and more. When you let the 
blues in, there’s always more…

Have Faith   
The year of this recording was not an easy one for me. 
The new millennium started with general social anxiety 
around the so-called ‘Y2K’ bug, and my personal life also 
was unravelling. The first tiny cracks started appearing in 
the solidarity of the band. It was almost inevitable that my 
bandmates would be invited to guest on this solo project, but 
it was the first time it was officially ‘my’ project, not ‘ours’. I was 
working hard, keeping my smile in place, but I wasn’t very happy. My 
long-term de-facto relationship was in the process of falling apart as well, 
and by the time I got home from this session he’d moved out his stuff and was gone.

Of all the songs on the album this is the most difficult to write about. The gospel inflections are 
purposeful in the arrangement because I felt the sentiments of the lyrics needed to be matched 
by something that people would sense as ‘uplifting’ in the music. The lifestyle of a musician is 
quite strange and unfathomable for many people in modern society. It is tough financially, so 
it’s not a career choice for the faint-hearted.

Affirmation can be in short supply, but there can be no greater blessing for a songwriter than 
to get a message from an audience member that a song has touched them, and, hopefully, 
changed their life for the better. I received one such message from a young music lover, about 
8 years ago, who wrote “…It felt like my body was filled with shards of glass made up of all the 
hurt and anger and confusion in me, and somehow the song made those pieces soft again and 
start to fit together the right way. It felt like Have Faith was written for me at that exact moment. 
Suddenly somehow it was better, not fixed, but I’d get there...” 

Melbourne Blues Appreciation 
Society gig, 1990 



My Say So   
The ragtime fun continues with this song, which sounds 
harmless enough…but, it ain’t necessarily so! This is a 
true story about a real person. An industry person who I was 
working with at the time turned out to be a wealth of talk and 
advice, solicited and unsolicited. Meetings with the individual 
involved would leave me dazed, distressed and confused, sometimes 
for several days. This song was a way of disarming the dynamic. It made me 
chuckle under my breath, empowering me and dis-empowering the other. 

This is another wonderful aspect of the Blues, the long tradition of making pithy commentary 
on social dynamics, often right in front of the folks you are discussing, without them noticing. 
My bandmates, for example, knew immediately who and what it was all about. This is a good 
time to mention the wonderful contribution of my fellow musicians on this recording. Paula 
Dowse (drums) and Kaz Dalla Rosa (harmonica) were two fifths of The Mojos, Melbourne’s 
celebrated all-girl Blues band. Fellow Mojo, Gina Woods (piano) also makes a brief appearance 
on track 4, I Let the Blues In. 

The Mojos were a remarkable outfit. Knowing what I know now about trying to get a band 
together, and keep it together, it seems unbelievable we had such a long and incredibly 
productive time as a working group. Kaz, Gina, Paula and I formed the enduring core of the 
band, with various bass players over the years. Annie Piranha was the longest serving, being 
an integral part of the band for the many years, but we were lucky at the beginning to have 
Chris Farmer as our founding bassist. Chris and Paula were already playing professionally so 
having an experienced rhythm section was a real asset for the rest of us fledgling players. 
When the band started, I had to borrow an electric guitar, and then work out how to play it on 
the job. It took months before I turned up the volume and took a guitar solo. We played pretty 
much every sticky-carpeted pub and joint in our part of inner-city Melbourne. 

Honey You Can Take My Man    
“…Please, take my man!” Sometimes I write and play songs for the sheer fun of it, just to  
give people a laugh, and sometimes to process my own life experiences and hurts. Along 
with the deep, raw Blues, that speaks to deep, raw places in the human soul, there is also 
room for songs that are simply fun. This tune is about an ex. He features in other songs,  
too, where he doesn’t get off so lightly!   

As I think about my song writing over the ensuing years, I realise how much hokum style 
blues influenced my early attempts, and my guitar playing. The jaunty melodies and 
ragtime chord structures had a strong immediate appeal to me. People often characterise 
Blues as ‘miserable’ music, but this style totally debunks that theory. 

I’ve had my share of heartbreak, disappointment, and even depression in my life, but in 
general I tend to be an optimist. I’ve been told I smile too much on stage to be a ‘proper’ 
Blues musician so I wrote a song about it: Too Happy to Sing The Blues! Melody and 
fingerpicked ornamentation were my starting points as a guitar player, so it took more than 
a decade for me to creep up on the idea of writing and playing one chord, riff-based songs. 
What? No changes?! 

The Mojos 1993 – photo Liz Reed



Mean World    
Many people are surprised to discover that I am married to an  
Anglican priest, while I play ‘the devil’s music’. I don’t think of the  
Blues like that, but it is a persistent notion. People often ask, “So how  
did you guys meet?” This is the unlikely song that did the deed. 

I was playing acoustic blues in the corner of a small biker bar in 
Melbourne. The gig was essentially to provide ‘atmosphere’. As everyone 
was busy drinking and eating, I figured I may as well please myself and 
play this song for the lovely fingerpicking. It is certainly not your usual 
‘bar-fodder’ blues tune! To my surprise, one guy at the bar sang along. 
He was part of a small imposing group: large, long hair, big beards, 
leather jackets and bike gear. 

I discovered much later it was a summit meeting between the 
sergeant-at-arms of rival 1% biker clubs. My surprise was complete 
when the guy singing along at the bar stayed for the whole gig, 
chatted most articulately in the set breaks, and then gave me his 
business card which read: Reverend Steve Clarke. A fascinating and 
complicated man, The Preacher, as he is widely known in the Blues 
world, is – or has been – a biker, academic, educator, music promoter 
and booker, Dean of an Anglican Cathedral, social justice advocate, 
Quarter horse and Border Collie breeder and modern jazz saxophonist. 
Suffice it to say, The Preacher keeps them guessing…

At the time we met, he’d just returned from England, where he’d delivered 
an academic paper on ‘Spirituality and The Blues’, using this same 
Reverend Gary Davis song as part of his presentation. So, in fact, there’s  
a nice twist: Reverend Gary Davis introduced me to Reverend Steve Clarke. 
We married in September 2002 and the roller coaster continues!  
I love you, darlin’, here’s to the next 20 years.

Rowdy Blues  
When you start to record and tour more frequently, there’s a tendency to play  
the songs off the latest album in order to sell it. Some tunes go unplayed for  
a while and disappear, while others remain firmly in the repertoire. 

I started wondering where I first heard this song, which I’ve always  
attributed to Tommy Johnson. A bit of digging revealed it to be one  
of only two songs recorded by a bluesman called Kid Bailey.  
Kid’s recording session was back in 1929 at the Peabody Hotel, 
Memphis. Could he have imagined that his song would be 
recorded by a woman from Australia some 70 years later, or 
that she would be found in the lobby of the Peabody Hotel in 
2003? Little is known about Kid Bailey, beyond the fact that 
he was part of a circle of early Mississippi blues players like 
Willie Brown, Son House, and Charley Patton. 

I recall touring with legendary blues guitarist Hubert Sumlin, 
as he regaled me with fantastic stories of his days playing 
with Howling Wolf. Tales of his life, and how thrilled he was 
when he first heard the sound from an old, warped Charley 
Patton record, found on the side of the road. “Oh man, it 
sound so gooood!” Once when Hubert and I were jamming  
at his home, he played something and casually said,  
“Wolf show me this, and he got it from Charley Patton”. 

These historic threads, amazingly, led to my  own blues 
journey! Twenty years after this recording, I still play Rowdy 
Blues, often at sound check. It’s quite different from Kid’s 
original, but I love the attitude in the opening lines – “I ain’t gonna 
marry, I ain’t never gonna settle down”… although generally I make 
a point of apologising to my husband for singing it.

Onstage with Hubert Sumlin 
at Bluesfest,  

Byron Bay 2004 – photo 
Suzanne Holmes



Angel  
The Mojo Blues Band, as we were initially billed, formed in the 
late 1980’s. Our instrumentation was piano, guitar, harmonica, 
bass and drums, and we started with a musical focus of simple 
electric country blues and swing style material. However, as 
our cohesion as a band developed, we began to experiment. I’m 
proud to say that over the years we grew as players, supporting 
each other in new musical challenges. 

With my background as a solo country blues guitarist –  
a style which requires trying to cover bass lines, melody and 
rhythm all at once – I was not initially familiar with my new role 
as an electric guitarist in a band. But after a while, I started taking 
solos and then began writing songs. Harmonica player, Kaz Dalla 
Rosa moved from straight ahead diatonic blues harp into other 
positions and also started playing chromatic. Our piano player, Gina, 
added organ and accordion. The ‘Mojo sound’, along with our musical 
influences, expanded. 

We had various musical tastes, but the one band we were all crazy 
about was New Orleans’ outfit The Iguanas. Their self-titled 1993 release 
and follow up album, Nuevo Boogaloo (1994), were filled with an intoxicating mix 
of Louisiana blues, Chicano rock, R&B, Conjunto and various Latin styles. We flogged their first 
two albums, playing them between sets at gigs and in the tour van as we ventured out on our 
first shows further afield. I thought it would be fun to try to incorporate the horn lines, played as 
a finger style piece in this song written by The Iguana’s lead vocalist and multi-instrumentalist 
Rod Hodges. Coincidentally, an Iguana’s song appears here, on my first solo album – and on my 
latest studio recording, Voodoo in the Shadows (2018), where I cover bassist J. Rene Coman’s 
sensual Dark and Dangerous Love. 

Two-Legged Dog  

This little barrel-house song is another perennial that I still play at my live shows.  
It’s lots of fun, plus I get to bark! Lyrical playfulness is at the heart of much early hokum 
style blues songs. As a songwriter, I love the opportunity to use metaphor and double 
entendre – sometimes even single entendre (!) to comment, with a little humour, on the 
human condition. Even these songs often have ‘real stories’ behind them. 

There is a wonderful tension in Blues between tradition and innovation. When you write 
songs in a traditional genre, you need to be respectful of that tradition, while striving to 
find your own voice within it. My stories, funny and sad, are reflected in my songs.

This brings me back to Memphis Minnie, in a roundabout way. On my first visit to the 
US, I made a pilgrimage to Minnie’s grave, on the edge of a cotton field outside Walls, 
Mississippi. Her headstone, erected by guitarist Bonnie Raitt, has an inscription on it 
which I find both moving and inspiring. It reads:  

“The hundreds of sides that Minnie recorded are the perfect material to 
teach us about the Blues. For the Blues are at once general and particular, 
speaking for millions but in a highly individual voice. We hear her fantasies, 
her dreams, her desires, but we will hear them as if they  
were our own.”

I often reflect on this idea and I think that’s why Blues is such powerful 
music, because it can take the intensely personal and render it 
universal.

Blues is such powerful music, 
because it can take the intensely 
personal and render it universal.



But, for the moment, let’s go back to the year 2000. My diligent  
practice paid off, the album was released and was a success in the 
Australian Blues scene. I won Female Artist of Year and Song of the  
Year at the VicTas Blues Awards that year. 

A few years later, with The Preacher’s unflagging encouragement,  
I entered the local play-offs to vie for the right to represent my blues society 
at the International Blues Challenge. Part of my mental survival strategy  
as one of the only female blues guitarists in my scene, had been to eschew 
competition in any form, so this paradigm shift was quite confronting.  
But the opportunity to play at the IBC, and my resulting historic win in the 
2003 solo/duo section of the event, led to an explosion of opportunities  
and experiences. 

A new Blues journey opened up, with wider horizons and exciting possibilities 
way beyond anything I could have dreamed of, with international recording 
and performance accolades, 8 USA Blues Music Award nominations (the 
only Australian ever nominated), USA Blues Blast Female Artist of the Year... 
and it is a journey that I am still on today. 

That Certain Something    
I did a lot of finger picking practice in the lead up to this recording. In some ways, 
it represented a return to the very beginning, when I played acoustic guitar in 
coffee shops. As the local music scene offered more options for electric band gigs, 
my main focus for some 12 years was getting my head around playing electric 
guitar and the business of a running a band. I kept my hand in with the odd 
acoustic show, and playing for myself, of course. 

Although The Mojos had made albums, playing in a recording studio was still quite 
foreign to me and a bit intimidating. It’s not like playing at a gig, where it’s all about 
the joy of the moment and playing for the audience. Additionally, this recording 
set-up was much more intense, with no overdubs or safety net. I was keenly aware 
of my responsibility as a player to make the session work, and was also reminded 
in pre-production meetings of the costs involved in terms of studio time and the 
price of tape etc. 

Listening to this album now in 2020, I hear my original musical influences clearly, 
but I am also reminded how my interests and playing would develop.

I always loved a broad range of blues styles, leaning strongly to the roots of 
the music. Much as I adored classic electric Chicago Blues, I felt that it was 
too muscular, masculine, raw and frankly electric for me to tackle. Later, the 
opportunity to meet, play, tour and record with some of my blues heroes would 
encourage me to break through those fears and limitations. In particular, I credit 
the influence of Bob Margolin, long-time guitarist with Muddy Water’s band, and 
Hubert Sumlin, Howling Wolf’s guitarist, as being pivotal in the development  
of the guitarist and band-leader I was to become. 

Fiona & Kaz – photo Liz Reed



Mercy  
As a young blues fan, searching for a full 
album of JB Lenoir’s powerful stripped back 
blues was a kind of ‘Holy Grail’ quest. We 
regularly checked our favourite record stores…  
in these days of downloads and streaming,  
I wonder how many people remember the delights of a real record shop, run 
by a music-fiend who really knew their stock and would cheerfully recommend and  
play tracks for you while you browsed? 

There were several such places in Melbourne back in the day, but we mainly went to ‘Hound 
Dog’s Bop Shop’, a favourite haunt of the rockabilly set, or our local, ‘The Last Record Store’. 
The few tracks I’d heard from J.B. Lenoir, were on a cassette, transferred from my friend Kim’s 
radio recordings. I have still have it!  We were guessing at the song titles, but the track list is 
revealing, as it includes Whale Swallowed Jonah (‘The Whale Has Swallow Me’), Everything 
Must Be Done (‘I Want To Go’), Grandma’s Advice (‘Good Advice’) and even Magic Sam’s Easy 
Baby. As most of my recorded output consists of originals, it is telling that I have covered 

three of these songs on various albums, along with a couple of different versions of  
this J.B. Lenoir song, Mercy (‘Mississippi Road’). 

All these songs can be found on the album we were feverishly looking for – the 1965 
recording Alabama Road, where J.B.’s distinctive high-pitched vocals and driving guitar 

riffs are sympathetically accompanied by the drumming of Freddie Below. A later  
re-issue called Vietnam Blues: The Complete L&R Recordings compiled this and the follow-
up album Down in Mississippi (1966). Even today, this collection transports me back to my 

first, early moments of transcendence listening to this music: to the goose bumps, to the 
visceral joy, to the desire to hear and learn more about the Blues. 

Fiona & Kaz: Tanawha Blues Fest 1994 – photos Mark Doherty

Hokum Rag    

Harmonica player Kaz Dalla Rosa was the main instigator of The Mojos. She and I 
became the driving force behind running the band – and we also took the opportunity to 
play occasional shows as an acoustic duo, The Hokum Gals. Our drummer Paula Dowse 
sometimes joined us on percussion, and we became The Hokum Stompers. 

With these stripped back acoustic line-ups we played a range of ragtime, country blues, 
Americana… even a lovely instrumental version of the Tennessee Waltz. Kaz had a wide 
collection of eclectic harmonica material, introducing me to lots of interesting players 
and songs, including DeFord Bailey and Chuck Darling. 

Inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2005, multi-instrumentalist DeFord 
Bailey was the first African-American star of the Grand Ole Opry, best known for his 
signature harmonica tunes. 

Chuck Darling, however, seems to have only recorded two sides, 
both instrumentals, Harmonica Rag and Blowin’ 
the Blues on the Victor label 
in 1930. Hokum Rag is clearly 
influenced by Chuck Darling’s 
Harmonica Rag, a tune that Kaz 
and I would go on to record on 
the follow up album to this, Sweet 
Jelly Roll. We loved these ragtime 
instrumentals, but as we couldn’t 
find any more Darling tunes to cover, 
I set out to write something in a similar 
style – and here it is!



Canned Heat   
This popular Tommy Johnson song was an early addition to my repertoire – and the first  
song to attract attention, at a gig, from a member of the ‘Traditional Blues Police’. I remember 
being approached between sets by an indignant punter, presumably a fellow-guitarist, who  
told me in no uncertain terms that “you can’t play it like that!” 

I didn’t know what he was talking about, to be honest, but I discovered later that he had a 
serious beef with me playing this song in the key of E. As everyone knows it should/must be 
played in D. As I never had formal guitar lessons, most of my playing was picked up by ear. 
Like most blues finger pickers, after a while I could sometimes ‘sense’ which key a song might 
be played in by the nature of the licks. Some traditional phrases fall under the fingers easier in 
certain chord shapes. Paradoxically, this is the reason why I now enjoy playing my funky 3 and 
4 string cigar box guitars, as the limitations of these instruments make you rethink the ‘usual’ 
finger patterns, often with surprising results. Anyway, I checked online for verification of this 
memory, and – yes – all the guitar tabs I found for this song are in D. Ha! I’m in F using a capo 
if you’d like to play along to this version. 

According to Blues lore, ‘Canned Heat’ is a foul, dangerous and addictive alcoholic drink 
extracted from Sterno brand ‘Canned Heat’ liquid cooking fuel. Personally, I prefer a nice glass 
of wine – and I happened to make a joke about that at one of my first tour dates in America. 
I was playing at a little place called ‘Adam’s Garden of Eatin’, in Atlanta, Georgia. One of their 
claims to fame was that they made pizzas so big that you had to tip them sideways to get them 
through the front door. Anyway, as a throw-away line, I told the audience that I guessed the 
closest thing to ‘Canned Heat’ around these parts might be moonshine, which I had never tried. 
Well, a good old boy hopped straight into his pick-up truck, went home and fetched some. The 
‘Georgia Rainwater’ did the rounds of the bar, and the ensuing shenanigans probably require 
another set of liner notes to do them justice… I can say that the results of drinkin’ that stuff  
was a real eye-opener! 

Hotel Room     
I can barely believe the startling prescience of 
Hotel Room. The passing parade of cheap hotel 
rooms that is often the lot of touring musicians 
was still far off in my future at the time this song 
was written. Still, there is the unmistakable longing 
in the lyrics, vocals, and Kaz’s yearning harmonica 
solo which rings true to the feelings of loneliness, 
homesickness and dislocation that arise when  
you spend a long and hard time on the road. 

The label that originally released this album, Black 
Market Music, discouraged me from recording this 
song, feeling that it was too outside the country 
blues genre of the rest of the session, but I always 
felt it belonged. I worked on 16 tunes to bring to 
the studio, figuring that as we were recording live, 
and quickly, I could always drop a couple if the 
performances didn’t stand up. In the end, we  
used them all. 

Thank you all for joining me on this musical 
journey through time, celebrating and reflecting  
on the last 20 years. I think this song is a lovely, 
albeit bitter-sweet, place to pause for the moment. 
It isn’t the end of the road, of course, or even the 
last hotel room… the Blues journey continues!

It isn’t the end of  
the road, of course, 
or even the last hotel 
room… the Blues 
journey continues!
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As I listen to this album today, I realise 
the songs and playing style not only show 
where I came from as a player but also 
where I was yet to go in the years ahead. 
Recorded live to analogue tape over a 
two-day session, the 16 tracks capture a 
unique performance moment, much like the 
historical recordings of the early players  
I so admire. 

While it clearly reveals my early musical 
influences, interests, and mentors of that 
time, the session also shows the way my life 
and Blues journey would unfold. Blues in my 
Heart is an acoustic album of finger-picking 
ragtime blues, signalling the sort of material 
that would take me on to the win the 
International Blues Challenge in Memphis, 
USA, a few short years later. A whole new 
phase of my personal and professional  
life had begun!  

Welcome to the Re-Mastered  
20th Anniversary Edition of my first 
solo recording, Blues in My Heart, 
originally released in October, 2000.

Photo Debrah Novak


